Assignment 10

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which of the following can be an example of electronic literature?
   - sculpture
   - robotics
   - animation
   - dramatics

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   animation

2) Which of the following elements of print have hypertext characteristics?
   - Drop cap
   - Justification
   - Footnotes
   - Headers and footers

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Footnotes

3) Hypertext is
   - interactive
   - sequential
   - linear
   - circular

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   interactive

4) Why does work-on-hire have no copyright claims?
   - Copyright recognises the one who pays for the software development
   - The developers actualise the instructions of the person who hires them
   - Copyright is not applicable to work-on-hire
   - Work-on-hire is not permanent

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Copyright recognises the one who pays for the software development

5) In charging a high rate for licensing content for Internet radio the RIAA was trying to
   - eliminate competition
   - seek proper compensation for artists
   - discourage piracy
   - encourage entrepreneurship

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   eliminate competition